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INTRODUCTION
The world is rapidly becoming aware of the whirlwind change that has been reshaping process
automation. Edge connectivity, the IIoT, and the rise of data has quickly evolved the capabilities of
today’s process tools and instrumentation. All of this is designed to make life easier for process
engineers, and more profitable for process businesses across multiple industries…provided that they
know what tools they need and how to use them.
Automation.com has developed this eBook to serve as a resource into the latest and greatest tools
and technologies available to the process automation community. We’ve compiled articles from some
of the biggest names in the industry, exploring recent trends such as:
• The evolution from analog to digital in manufacturing process control
• How data management technologies are easing maintenance efforts
• Measurement enhancements through new-age flowmeters
Whichever industry you serve, process control professionals will want
to read this resource designed to keep you informed and
on the cutting edge of process automation.

This eBook includes:
Endress + Hauser’s detailed technical dive into the measurement benefits of Coriolis flow metering
If you’re wondering about the measurement advancements in today’s flow metering, you won’t want
to skip this read, which will explore the testing results of Coriolis flow meters and detail many of the
technological enhancements to this instrumentation.
Alicat Scientific’s in-depth guide on moving from analog to digital for enhanced process control in
manufacturing
Manufacturing managers and process control professionals who are looking to leverage digital
technology will find this as a detailed resource helping you through the integration of connected
instrumentation, data management strategies, multivariate process control, and more.
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Coriolis Mass Flowmeter

with Superior Density Performance
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Endress+Hauser Flowtec AG

1. Introduction

Coriolis metering in general is favored over older
mechanical based technologies such as orifice,
positive displacement and turbine metering. In
addition to mass flow, this multi-variable process
meter also determines density, temperature and
in some cases even viscosity. A new type of Coriolis mass flowmeter is presented which combines
the tremendous technological progress of recent
years. Among other highlights, such as new lows
for both zero point and the pressure drop, which
equates to highest usable flow range and drastic
improvements in measurement performance in
applications where entrained gas is present, the
focus of this paper is on fluid density measurement.
The exceptional density measurement performance
under real world process conditions is ideally suited
to serve the highly demanding application of volumetric custody transfer in the oil and gas industry. Another application is high end concentration
measurement in the food and beverage industry. It
will be explained how all aspects of the meter design have been optimized to ensure robust density
performance in the field. These include tube shape,
excellent temperature measurement as well as
the most advanced compensation techniques for
temperature, pressure, flow and viscosity effects.
During the design process FEM and CFD simulation
were heavily used. This results in superior out-ofthe-box density measurement performance. The
meter has been tested internally for the influence of
fluid temperature, ambient temperature and pressure as well as under various installation conditions.
Finally the meter was third party tested at 25°C with
tubes hanging downwards and verified to be within
the stated ±0.2 kg/m³ specification over a broad
range of densities and viscosities.

Coriolis metering in general is favored over older
mechanical based technologies such as orifice, positive displacement and turbine metering. In addition
to mass flow, this multi-variable process meter also
determines density, temperature and in some cases
even viscosity. Precise density measurement performance under real world process conditions is the
basis for the highly demanding applications of volumetric custody transfer and meter proving in the oil
and gas industry as well as high end concentration
measurement in the food and beverage industry. This
is because volume flow is equal to mass flow divided
by density and concentration is a function of density.
After a brief introduction in to meter properties and
working principle, a detailed overview of sensitivity
and accuracy is given. It will be explained how all
aspects of the meter design have been optimized to
ensure robust density performance in the field.

2. Flowmeter
In Figure 1 the design of Endress+Hauser Proline
Promass Q 300 is shown. The light-weight, compact
and drainable Coriolis mass flowmeter is offered
with all industry standard process connections in
four different line sizes from 1” to 4”. Process temperature and pressure ranges are -196°C to 205°C
and 0 bar to 100 bar
respectively. Transmitters with a variety
of standard outputs
and communication
protocols are available.
The internal structure is depicted in
Figure 2. Two parallel
and bent measuring
tubes are connected via flow splitters
to the process line.
Coupling elements
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Figure 1: Design of Endress+Hauser
Proline Promass Q 300
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at the inlet and outlet of the meter define the oscillation length of the working mode. Equivalent to a
tuning fork, both tubes vibrate in opposite directions
so the system is balanced and energy is conserved
in the oscillator, shown in Figure 3. The transmitter
control algorithm generates a harmonic tube vibration at resonance frequency and constant amplitude
via an electrodynamic driver at the tube center and
two electrodynamic sensors at the tube inlet and
outlet, thereby compensating tube damping.

The working principle of Coriolis mass flowmeters
has been described in many publications, e.g. [1].
Tube resonance frequency ƒr depends on tube
stiffness, tube mass and fluid mass load. The fluid
density reading ρρis derived from measured raw resonance frequency ƒr by

where ƒ,ρρ, νν and γγ are compensated frequency,
process pressure, flow velocity and orientation angle
respectively. ρρr, Tm, Tℎ, C0 and C1 are raw density,
mean measuring tube temperature, housing temperature and two calibration constants. ηη and c are
the fluid viscosity and fluid speed of sound.

3. Sensitivity and accuracy
Figure 2: Internal construction of Proline Promass Q

During the development process FEM and CFD
analysis were used in symbiosis with an experimental approach in order to optimize sensor design and
compensation algorithms. Sensitivity to process variables, fluid properties as well as environmental and
installation effects have been minimized to increase
density accuracy.

3.1 Process influences
3.1.1 Fluid temperature

Figure 3: Magnified displacement of balanced working mode
calculated by FEM analysis.

Due to the direct contact, the tube temperature
Tm in principle follows the temperature of the fluid. Accurate tube temperature measurement is the
dominant factor for good density measurement
because it is used to compensate the dependency
of Young’s Modulus or stiffness upon temperature
for the measuring tubes. PT1000 sensors are used to
minimize drifts caused by connecting cables. In the
meter design phase, CFD modelling has been used

� R. C. Baker, “Flow measurement handbook: industrial designs, operating principles, performance, and application”, Cambridge
University Press, 2000.
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to study convection effects and finally determine
the best possible location and fixation technique
for two RTDs, shown in Figure 2. The introduction
of both inlet and outlet tube temperature sensors
gives a mean tube temperature if for any reason
the temperature distribution along measuring tube
is inhomogeneous, e.g. a very low flow speed or
environmental temperature gradients. In addition, it
provides a redundant measurement and greater reliability. Figure 4 shows measured density deviation
which is within ±0.2 kg/m³ from 20°C up to 150°C.
Figure 5 gives the specified or maximum expected
absolute density deviation as a function of process
temperature.

3.1.2 Process pressure
Tube shape and the location and size of special
braces that are located on the measuring tube was
carefully optimized by FEM simulation and thoroughly tested in order to have as low a sensitivity to
pressure ρρas possible. The small residual effect has
been found to be very repeatable - also another critical aspect. Obviously it is ideal to have the lowest
possible pressure effect but the residual effect can
easily be compensated if it is repeatable and linear,
as shown in Figure 6. This innovation was achieved
by the use of hydro-formed tubes. This process
guarantees the roundness of the tubes and a very
repeatable process in manufacturing. For on-line
compensation, a pressure can be manually specified
by the operator or read in from an external pressure
sensor. Figure 6 shows a specified pressure sensitivity of typically -0.015 kg/m³/bar and the density
deviation after compensation by external pressure
input. From 0 bar to 100 bar the measured density
deviation is linear and within ±0.2 kg/m³.

Figure 4: Measured density deviation as a function of fluid
temperature at constant ambient temperature 25 °C: the
deviation lies within +0.2 kg/m³

Figure 6: Specified density deviation and density deviation
after compensation as a function of process pressure with
water at room temperature.

3.1.3 Flow velocity

Figure 5: Specified density deviation as a function of
process temperature.

In order to reach this high level of density accuracy,
a minimum flow velocity ν must be present to guarantee a homogeneous sample in the measuring tube.
At high mass flow rates another flow velocityνν effect
has to be taken into account. At bent tube sections,
flowing material generates centrifugal forces, stiffening the tube and increasing tube frequency. As the
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flow velocity ν can be derived from the measured
mass flow, internal compensation is possible.

3.2 Fluid properties
3.2.1 Fluid density
In order to ensure a linear density deviation as a
function of fluid density ρ in a homogeneous measuring tube, attachments have to be placed very
carefully. The test results shown in Figure 7, obtained
at UKAS-accredited laboratory of H&D Fitzgerald
Ltd., verify that this design step was successfully
supported by FEM analysis [2]. For 11 different fluids
at 25 °C, starting from air at 1.38 kg/m³ through
various hydrocarbons, ethanol in water, water, dextrose in water, dimethyl phthalate up to tetrachloroethylene at 1612 kg/m³ the density deviation stays
within ±0.2 kg/m³. Several meters of all line sizes
were tested and gave similar results. More details
concerning the uncertainties of measurement with
the calibrants can be found in the certificates.

3.2.2 Fluid viscosity
An accurate measurement of density for viscous
fluids is a challenge as they transfer shear forces.
This results in more fluid material being accelerated near the tube wall during tube oscillation. The
result is a higher density reading than true. Using a
patented technique, fluid viscosity η is estimated by
measuring tube damping and this information helps
to compensate for the effect. Figure 8 shows test
results obtained at UKAS-accredited laboratory of
H&D Fitzgerald Ltd. Up to a viscosity of 2885 mPa∙s
density deviation stays within ±0.2 kg/m³. Several
meters of all line sizes were tested and gave equivalent results. More details concerning the uncertainties of measurement with the calibrants can be found
in the certificates.

Figure 8: Measured density deviation as a function of
fluid viscosity at 25 °C in accordance with H&D Fitzgerald
Ltd. certificate number 15215 & nn 15217R: the deviation
stays within +0.2 kg/m³ [2].

3.2.3 Fluid compressibility and entrained gas
Figure 7: Measured density deviation as a function of fluid
density at 25 °C in accordance with H&D Fitzgerald Ltd.
certificate number 15215 & nn15217R: the deviation stays
within +0.2 kg/m³ [2].

Liquids typically exhibit a rather small compressibility, hence the speed of sound c is high. If gas is
entrained in liquid, the compressibility of the mixture
increases significantly. Due to this compressibility

� UKAS calibration certificate number 15215; Calibration certificate nn15217R, H&D Fitzgerald Ltd., St. Asaph UK, 2016,
http://www.density.co.uk/

� H. Zhu, A. Rieder, Y. Lin, “An Innovative Technology for Coriolis Metering under Entrained Gas Condition” in Conference Proc.
FLOMEKO 2016, Sydney AU, 2016. https://www.metrology.asn.au
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effect, fluid amplitude is higher than tube amplitude
and as a consequence the fluid density is apparently
higher. By simultaneously driving a higher order tube
resonance frequency, the velocity of sound of the
mixture can be estimated and the density deviation
can be eliminated completely. Details on this new
and patented technology, called MFT, can be found
in [3].

3.2.4 Corrosion, abrasion and coating
In some applications corrosion, abrasion and deposits are issues. As these effects occur gradually over
time the density reading becomes permanently and
systematically wrong and is not noticed by the operator. The new diagnostic feature Heartbeat Technology allows these slow changes in meter integrity to be
monitored and tracked [4]. When indicated within the
scope of predictive maintenance, the device can be
cleaned or recalibrated to ensure continued credibility of the density measurement. Moreover, by using
Heartbeat Technology the meter can be replaced
before a pending tube rupture or cleaning can be
commissioned before it becomes clogged.

3.3 Environmental and installation effects
3.3.1 Environmental temperature
and radiation

Figure 9: Measured density deviation as a function of
water temperature for various ambient temperatures.

3.3.2 External forces and vibrations
Tube shape and housing stiffness have also been
optimized so that the density measurement is insensitive to external installation stress. At the same
time the overall meter size and weight have still been
kept comparatively compact and light. The moderate driving frequency resulted from the moderate
tube height still offers great immunity against the
influence of disturbing external vibrations which are
typically at low frequencies.

3.3.3 Meter orientation

An additional challenge is that meter housing temperature Tℎ in general is influenced by sunshine,
ambient temperature and convection, therefore its
temperature distribution is seldom homogeneous.
Furthermore, the measuring tube temperature Tm and
the housing temperature Tℎ often are different in real
applications. These gradients produce thermal stress
in the measuring tubes, which has been reduced
by optimizing the tube shape. Residual effects are
compensated by ideal placement of one RTD on the
housing. FEM and CFD simulation in combination
with an experimental approach was key factor in this
design phase. In Figure 9 the ambient temperature Ta
changes between 10 °C and 50 °C. Density variation
is negligible and within ±0.2 kg/m³. Similar results
have been obtained in direct sunshine.

To a very small extent all bent tube Coriolis mass
flowmeters are prone to gravitational effects. Depending on meter orientation angle γ with respect to
the earth’s gravity, tube mass gives rise to tension
or compression along the tube, slightly changing
resonance frequency and density reading. By entering this angle γ after meter installation, this effect is
corrected automatically by a patented algorithm.

4. Conclusion
A new type of Coriolis mass flowmeter has been
presented. Among other highlights, it brings precise fluid density measurement which is desirable
for many applications in the process industry. It has
been explained how all aspects of the meter design

� Endress+Hauser Flowtec AG, “Heartbeat Technology - Reliable and flexible proof testing”, http://www.endress.com/en
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were optimized to ensure robust density performance in the field. During development process FEM and CFD
simulation in symbiosis with an experimental approach were used. This results in a superior out-of-the-box
density measurement performance. Finally the meter was tested both internally as well as by a third party and
verified to be within the stated ±0.2 kg/m³ specification across a broad range of process parameters, fluid
properties as well as environmental and installation conditions.
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Taking the

Leap

from Analog to Digital for Multivariate Process
Control in Manufacturing
By: Mike Hodges-Owen
Alicat Scientific

Think back for a moment to the late 1980's.
Analog cassettes tapes were destroying vinyl
record sales because of their greater ease of
use, despite lower audio quality. Digital music
had been in existence for some time among
professionals, but the challenge was how to
shrink the high-quality audio into a format
that could compete with the ubiquitous Sony
Walkman in the mass market. The digital audio
compact disc (CD) was the answer, but it came
Device level ring connections for Ethernet/IP device.
at a cost: all of the audio data below 20 Hz
Image source: Alicat Scientific, Inc.
and above 22,000 Hz, the thresholds of human
hearing, were thrown away to reduce file size. Even though most people could not discern a difference resulting from the lost data, many resisted the new format on principle. In time, the greater ease of use that resulted from instant track selection and, much later, the ability to transfer individual digital audio files without any
signal loss doomed the older analog formats.

Analog vs. digital, speed vs. precision
Manufacturing processes now are in the midst of a similar transformation as catch phrases like the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) are becoming embedded into our lingo. The benefits of going digital are undeniable--efficiency in transferring
data, portability of data without loss, greater precision--and yet analog signals persist in industrial communications for a number of reasons. They are typically easier to set up and less expensive, though there are hidden
costs of complex analog networks, as we will see. Perhaps more importantly, the continuous data stream of an
analog remains the fastest method of communications available.
On the other hand, analog signals degrade as cable length increases, and they are susceptible to interference
from outside sources. These factors generate noise in the signal, which reduces the effective dynamic range
and in turn the accuracy of the data. Much of the instrumentation in use today uses digital signals natively, so
converting these signals to analog and then possibly back to digital for analysis at a later point in the process
adds even more noise to the originally lossless digital signal.
Despite the advantages of going digital, the higher costs and slower data speeds of digital industrial protocols
(IPs) have deterred many manufacturing plants from converting their analog automation systems into digital
ones. This is now changing, as the increasing use of process control within manufacturing is causing many to
take another look at making the leap to digital.
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Multivariate process control
of fluids in manufacturing

Multivariate process control and data management

Today’s manufacturing processes are very different
from those that existed even just a few decades ago.
Increasing precision and speed in manufacturing
robotics has enabled a far greater variety of products to be manufactured using repetitive, open-loop
control. At the same time, manufacturing complexity
has increased due to the incorporation of fluidic elements within the manufacturing process. Automotive
painting robots and flame sprayers require consistent flows of atomized fluids to achieve a homogenous finish. Fiber optics manufacturers need highly
repeatable gas flows to ensure that the composition
of their glass is the same meter after meter. Meat
packers inject their packages with precisely mixed
gases to extend the shelf lives of their products.
Chemical reactions in vacuum coating processes can occur in just a few microseconds, and this
leaves the whole process open to target poisoning if
the reactants are not precisely balanced.

The introduction of process control instrumentation
yields better control of manufacturing processes
that incorporate fluids. This is because the closedloop control of flow, for example, keeps flow rates
consistent as pressure and temperature vary. This
undoubtedly increases the quality of the final manufactured product, but introduction of closed-loop
process control also creates a new problem. Closed
loop control increases the number of variables you
are monitoring, and this in turn generates much more
data, often more than enough to overwhelm analog
data networks.

Each of the above examples requires precise control of a fluid (plasma, gas or liquid) to ensure that
the quality of the final manufactured product is
consistent. The control mechanisms that need to
be in place in order to achieve this are myriad. Let’s
consider the simple example of what happens when
a storm front comes through your city. The barometric pressure drops, and this changes the baseline
of every device in your plant that references gauge
pressure. The systems that incorporate these gauge
pressure devices must compensate for the change in
pressure, and these resulting
system changes may in turn
reduce the stability of your flow
control processes. Even this
simple scenario reveals the
need for closed-loop process
control instrumentation that
can continuously monitor
changes in pressure and temperature in order to keep flow
control processes stable.

Take, for instance, the need to counteract the effects
of environmental variations, as mentioned above in
the context of the storm front. Analog signals can
transmit data for only one variable, so monitoring
barometric pressure, process line gauge pressure,
ambient temperature, line temperature and flow
rates requires five distinct analog signals running
across five dedicated wires. The cost of deploying analog process control quickly escalates, even
just considering the lengths of extra cabling that
analog installations require. Some of this cost can
be defrayed by using multivariate instruments that
measure multiple process variables. However, such
an instrument must be capable of outputting multiple
analog signals simultaneously, and these multiple
signals of course require more complex (and expensive) cabling that can handle the numerous wires.

The front display of an Alicat Scientific multivariate flow controller, r process data for mass
flow, volumetric flow, absolute pressure and temperature. Source: Alicat Scientific, Inc.]
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If you carefully scrutinize what factories end up doing with their analog data, you will find that most of
it eventually becomes digital at some point. Analog
data signals are collected by a programmable logic
controller (PLC), for example, which then converts
these analog signals to digital data packets and
sends them to a digital computer for recording and
analysis. Even when an analog signal never makes
it to a computer, we humans convert it to a discrete
digital measurement ourselves by limiting the number of decimal places when we write it down.
The objective, then, is determining the point in your
process at which you should make the transition
from analog to digital. In considering this, plant
managers need to balance the need for high-integrity data (stemming from the portability and precision
that digital communications provide) with the continuous drive towards increasing efficiency in the manufacturing process (stemming from the high speed
of analog communications). New advances in digital
industrial protocols are moving the transition point
closer to the individual instruments that are being
used to regulate manufacturing processes.

Multivariate digital data streams

Complex data streams like the example above
make individual instruments more efficient, and this
reduces the overhead of purchasing and maintaining
multiple flow, humidity, pressure and temperature
instruments that can measure only one variable.
This reduction of equipment naturally makes your
network physically smaller and more easily manageable. Indeed, smaller process control systems can
be managed using nothing more than ASCII commands over RS-485 and a common data management program like LabVIEW. Basic RS-485 networks,
and even some RS-232 variants, can communicate
with 26 or more instruments by assigning a unique
letter-based unit ID to each instrument.

Getting faster performance out of networked
digital protocols
For larger networks, numerous industrial digital
protocols are available, some of which have been
around for several decades. Long-established
industrial automation protocols include CANopen,
DeviceNet, FOUNDATION Fieldbus, HART, Modbus,
PROFIBUS and many others. These older protocols
typically communicate with between 64 and 250 individual devices per network.

A significant advantage of using multivariate process
control instruments that communicate digitally is
that a single digital data frame can carry data from
multiple process variables. The example below is a
data frame from a flow monitoring instrument that
features data for eight different process variables, in
addition to date and time stamps and other data that
supplement the measurement. Such a multivariate
data frame can be obtained via simple ASCII commands at a frequency of about 20 Hz. Considering
just the eight process variables, the effective transmission frequency of the data from this single device
becomes 160 Hz.

More recently, a number of Industrial Ethernet (IE)
protocols have been developed, including EtherCAT,
Ethernet/IP, Modbus TCP/IP and PROFINET. These
protocols enable communications with an almost
limitless (except for EtherCAT, which has a cap of
65,536 devices) number of devices on a single network. They are also designed for very fast communications, typically requiring 30-100 µs (about 10-30
kHz) per data update cycle, and can operate over
Gigabit Ethernet optical fiber for lossless transmissions. One caveat is that Industrial Ethernet data
frames are larger, at a minimum 64 kb, compared
to non-Ethernet industrial protocol data frames that
can be as small as 1 kb.
Although this greater size
is included in the transmission figures above, the
automation management
system must be capable of
managing these larger data
packets from potentially
         Data frame with multivariate readings from an Alicat Scientific flow calibration device.
thousands of devices.
         Source: Alicat Scientific, Inc.
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In practice, Industrial Ethernet data transmission
bandwidth is actually much slower for many industrial automation devices, because so many do not yet
directly communicate over an IE protocol. In order
to connect these devices to your IE network, you
must use an intermediary translation module that can
convert the device’s proprietary communications to
an IE protocol. Even when used with a single process
measurement device, the IE translation process slows
down the transfer of data to and from the device.
When up to eight devices must share a single translator with two-way communications, this can generate
a significant bottleneck in communications bandwidth. In order to preserve the fast native speeds of
IE protocols, it is best to choose process automation
instruments that communicate over IE directly, without the need for any additional translators that could
slow down your network communications. Eliminating
translators also makes it much easier to update older
IE networks, or to create new ones.

Taking the leap to Industrial Ethernet communications for fast multivariate process control
Ethernet/IP is one of the fastest growing IE protocols, and its communications speeds are more than

fast enough for most applications, provided that your
process instruments do not require the addition of
translators. If you are establishing a new IE network,
Ethernet/IP is often a safe choice, as there is a large
and growing base of devices that are available with
this protocol. Such devices may have a higher initial
cost than those built for older industrial networks, but
their peripherals are usually much less expensive than
those required for proprietary PLCs.
In most cases, the difference between analog and IE
speeds will be insignificant to the operation of your
manufacturing process. However, the increases in
accuracy and efficiency that result from the elimination of noisy analog signals can make a very significant impact indeed. The increased data throughput
of an IE protocol can significantly increases efficiency
for closed-loop control systems. This faster speed is
especially critical for fluidic process control instruments that rely upon rapid feedback in order to adjust
to changing process conditions.
Going digital may fill you with trepidation if you have
been accustomed to using analog signals, but the
benefits of increased accuracy, precision and efficiency are worth it. Go ahead; take the leap.
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